Acquisition of paralytic activity by inducer cells.
Clones of inducer cells activated by antigen and class II major histocompatibility complex (MHC) gene products synthesize large amounts of several distinct mRNA species not detected in other activated cell types, including antigen-activated suppressor or killer cell clones. Although inducer cells continued to synthesize and secrete peptides at about the same rate for 5 days after activation by adherent cells and antigen, they expressed a new set of mRNAs approximately 3 days after activation. We therefore tested the functional activity of purified Ly1 cells at different days after activation by adherent cells and antigen. We wished to find out (a) whether there was a qualitative or quantitative change in the level of inducer activity, and if so, (b) whether this functional change was an intrinsic property of Ly1 cells or, rather, was dependent on signals from the cellular environment, in particular from adherent antigen-presenting cells. We incubated purified Ly1 cells and splenic adherent cells for 1-7 days in vitro, and tested inducer activity in cultures containing highly purified B cells and sheep erythrocytes (SRBC). Anti-SRBC plaqueforming cells were counted 5 days later. We found that inducer cells that have been incubated with adherent cells in culture for more than 72 h (a) did not induce B cells to produce antibody, and (b) prevented virgin but not immune B cells from receiving T-helper signals. We term this latter phenomenon "paralysis." Acquisition of the ability to paralyze virgin B cells required an I-E gene-regulated interaction between inducer cells and in vitro-activated adherent cells. This interaction did not require antigen and was associated with transition from Ly1:Qa1- to Ly1:Qa1+ cell-surface phenotype. Taken together these findings indicate that (a) interactions between inducer cells and adherent antigen-presenting cells result first in classical inducer ("helper") activity and later in expression of paralytic activity and (b) sequential expression of these inducer activities depends on two distinct signals, supplied by resting and activated adherent cells, respectively. The signal supplied by autologous activated adherent cells is regulated by I-E gene products and is independent of corecognition of foreign proteins. The physiologic significance of this paralytic inducer activity in the prevention of potentially harmful immune reactions to foreign microbial agents is discussed.